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Large sensor cameras need quality 
lenses. The trouble is that the glass 
film makers automatically reach 
for is extremely expensive and only 
available in limited lens mounts. 
Lower cost alternatives often lack 
the necessary gearing and markings.
SLR Magic’s prime and anamorphic  
lenses deliver beautiful results. 
Plus they are available mounts 
including PL, 
EF, Sony E and 
Micro Four Thirds. 
Available now from 
Holdan.

New from NAB 2016
• Blackmagic Video Assist 4K

• Blackmagic MultiView 4

• Blackmagic Duplicator 4K

• FieldCast Control One

• Panasonic PX230 camcorder

• Panasonic VariCam LT

• Teradek Colr Duo, Lite & Pro 

• SLR Magic anamorphic lenses

• SmallHD HDR monitors

• SLR Magic cine lenses

THE YEAR OF HDR
Business Design Centre, Islington, London, N1

Digital sensors and displays 
are catching up quickly 
with the ability of the 
human eye. Cameras like 
Blackmagic’s URSA Mini 4.6K 
and Panasonic’s Varicam LT 
can capture detail in dark 
shadows at the same time as 
recording subtle variation in 
extreme highlights. 

It’s a major step towards 
rendering video that truly 
mirrors our vision. Arguably, 
HDR is more important than 

the transition to 4K which is 
why services such as Netflix 
has backed the format.

HDR Monitors
Monitoring HDR and 
managing LUTs is vital, so 
the arrival of SmallHD’s high 
brightness field monitors is 
perfectly timed. Their 1000 
and 1500 nit 17-32” screens 
enable producers to see what 
the camera sees and set up 
each shot for the best result.

Blackmagic, Panasonic & SmallHD go HDR SLR Magic Debuts!

www.holdan.co.uk



What makes Panasonic’s VariCam LT 
revolutionary? 

 
• Outstanding 60P 4K HDR image quality
• Dual native ISO settings of 800 and 5000
• Super 35mm sensor for HD at up-to 240fps  
• Flexible EF/PL lens mount
• Excellent dynamic range (14+ stops)
• Colour gamut wider than Rec 2020
• Advanced grading tools
• In-camera dailies and proxy recording
• Compact and lightweight magnesium body

The result is an outstanding camera system that is 
suitable for creative, high end production.

The Panasonic 4K Revolution

Panasonic’s DVX200 meets every need.

There is no camera on the market to 
compete with the DVX200. The combination 
of large sensor optimized for V-Log shooting, 
integrated and sharp zoom lens, internal 
recording onto SD cards and 4K 4:2;2 HDMI 
output are unmatched in the industry 

 
• UltraHD at 50fps
• 4K at 24p
• HD at upto 120fps
• FHD: 28mm - 365.3 mm lens
• 5 axis Hybrid Image Stabilizer
• Inteligent Auto Focus system
• ND filters (1/4, 1/16, 1/64)
• Dual SD card slots

DMC-GH4R large sensor 4K 
camera with V-log and unlimit-
ed recording time
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UltraHD in every form factor

The first 4K PTZ: Panasonic’s AW-UE70. Features excellent 4K image qual-
ity via HDMI, USB and IP. A single Ethernet cable offers remote video and 
audio capture, plus power over Cat5/6E for lower installation costs.

  
• 1/2.3-type MOS sensor
• Optical zoom 20x with optical stabilization
• Wide angle of view : Horizontal 65.1°
• ND filter (Auto, Thru, 1/4, 1/16, 1/64) 
• Night Mode
• 4K / HD IP streaming
• 3G-SDI, HDMI, IP, USB video output
• Input: Genlock, Audio (Mic/Line)
• Remote control: RS422, RS232C, IP
• microSD card recording function
• iPad control with optional AW-HEA10

• Sensitivity F10 (2000 lx) and an excellent S/N 
ratio of 60 dB

• Supports 4K optical output

• 3G-SDI HD output up-to 1080/59.94p

• Chromatic Aberration Compensation 

• Dynamic Range Stretch function reduces 
blocked shadows and blown highlights

• 12-axis colour correction

• Skin tone detail & easy matrix adjustment

Panasonic AK-UC3000 4K studio camera



NEW MultiView 4

Blackmagic MultiView 4 lets you monitor 
completely independent SDI video sources 
on a single HD or Ultra HD display. 

With full frame re-synchronization on every 
input, you can monitor any combination of 
SD, HD and UltraHD formats and frame rates 
all at the same time, on the same display. 
When used with an UltraHD television, the 
quad split view gives you four full resolution 
1080 HD monitors on a single screen. 

You also get on screen audio meters and 
custom view labels.

NEW VideoAssist 4K

A 7” 10-bit ProRes/DNxHD 4K recorder-
monitor. What’s so exciting? SD cards!

• SD cards are available everywhere, so you 
need never run out of media on a shoot. 

• SD is inexpensive, so you don’t need to 
keep offloading data to free up space.

• SD is tiny, but gives you huge capacities: a 
256GB card can record 58 minutes of ProRes 
422 or 83 minutes in ProRes LT.

Shipping now from Blackmagic Design

NEW Duplicator 4K

Create and deliver multiple copies of 
content to customers the moment an event 
is finished. You get an SD card duplicator 
with built in realtime H.265 encoding, the new 
standard for delivering UltraHD. 

Duplicator 4K is the best way to deliver 
UltraHD content that customers can actually 
view on their 4K televisions today. The multi 
rate 12G-SDI connections let you record in all 
SD, HD and UltraHD formats, up to 2160p60.

You can even connect multiple duplicators 
together to make hundreds of recordings all 
at once.

NEW UltraStudio 4K Extreme 3

UltraStudio connects to virtually any video 
device, including cameras, monitors and 
broadcast decks for frame accurate editing, 
recording and H.265 encoding. 

For high frame rates and 4K RGB workflows, 
Extreme 3 connects via Thunderbolt 3 or an 
optional PCIe adapter. Extreme 3 features: 

• 12G-SDI for 2160p60 support

• HDMI 2.0 & component video

• 4ch XLR and 2ch AES/EBU digital audio 

• Timecode, reference and serial control
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HD & UltraHD for broadcast & AV

Blackmagic URSA Mini 4.6K  
(EF or PL/B4)

There are three things that sets this 4K 
camera apart from the competition:

1. The stunning quality of its 4.6K sensor with 
fantastic dynamic range lets you capture 
epic cinematic shots.

2. Remote control via an ATEM switcher 
and the recently announced URSA Studio 
Viewfinder give you excellent system 
integration options for live production.

3. Location shooters will really appreciate the 
light weight of the camera, as well as its robust 
build quality. It’s born to film on the run!

Beyond these killer features, it’s a flexible 
camera that’s easy to use. You can customize 
URSA Mini with cinema lenses, rails, matte boxes 
and other accessories. The optional shoulder 

mount kit features a quick release mounting 
plate so you can go from handheld to shoulder 
or tripod in seconds.

ProRes recording and RAW capture gives 
operators the option to choose their preferred 
workflow. Powerful metadata inputting and 
recording means that the management of clips 
in post is fast and intuitive. A full copy of DaVinci 
Resolve is included for grading and editing. 

DaVinci Resolve 12.5 is a massive 
update with over 1,000 enhancements and 
250 new features. It gives editors and colourists 
dozens of new editing and trimming tools, 
incredible new media management and 
organization functions, new retiming effects, 
enhanced keyframe controls, on-screen text 
editing, new ResolveFX plug-ins and more.

• Re-designed node editor

• New HDR grading tools

• Vastly improved noise reduction

• Lens distortion correction

• Redesigned Deliver page 

• New Fusion Connect command

What’s New in DaVinci Resolve 12.5?

PL mount PL mount adapted to B4



Professional Monitors

5 inch HD monitors and EFV

SmallHD’s 500 series is a 5” 1080p field monitor 
with professional 3D LUT support. 

The 500 series is able to reproduce 100% Rec 
709 colour. It’s supremely powerful, with a 
large bank of user-customizable tools. Access 
‘pages’ which can be customized with any 
feature, including custom looks (3D LUTs).

With pages set up, the monitor becomes an 
invaluable on-set tool for letting you quickly 
spot-check your entire shot for problem areas 
as well as using LUTs to preview different looks. 

Zoom into your image by pressing up on the 
joystick; click to switch to pan mode and at 
any time press the back button to reset.

• 501 HDMI in / out
• 502 SDI & HDMI in / out

500 Series

Sidefinder
A viewfinder designed for the SmallHD 500 
series monitors. 

The Sidefinder gives shooters all the benefits 
of using a field monitor AND an EVF, without 
compromising speed, agility or quality of the 
image. The Sidefinder represents the highest 
resolution EVF and the highest resolution 
5-inch on-camera monitor in one device. 

• Adjustable diopter (-2 to +4)
• Switch between EFV and monitor in seconds

From LOG to LUT
You can load 3D LUTs of any format and any 
cube size onto a 500 or 700 series monitor. via 
the SD card slot and intuitive user interface.

The monitor automatically converts all 3D 
LUTs to a high-resolution 17-point cube before 
hitting the display.

[ SmallHD Sidefinder ]

[ SmallHD 501 ]

LOG Footage LUT Applied
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7 inch production monitors
700 Series

The 700 Bright and Lite series are 7” production 
monitors. Both deliver beautiful images with faithful 
colours and are built with an aluminium chassis to an 
exceptionally high standard.

700 Lite  
1280 x 720 IPS LCD
Brightness: 450 nits
HDMI i/o (701 Lite)
HDMI & SDI i/o (702 Lite)

700 Bright  
1920 x 1080 IPS LCD
Optically bonded screen
Brightness: 1000 nits
HDMI & SDI i/o (702 Bright)

500/700 Series Features
 
• False colour
• Scaled image
• Histogram
• RGB Waveform
• Pixel Zoom
• Frame Guides
• DSLR Scale
• Custom Scale
• Anamorphic De-Squeeze
• Image Rotate
• Image Flip 
• Cross Conversion (SDI models)
• Focus Assist (colours)
• Peaking
• Zebra
• Waveform
• RGB Parade
• Vectorscope
• Image Capture
• Custom LUTS
• LUT Downstream
• LUT Import 
• Image Overlay
• Audio Meters

[ SmallHD 502 ]

[ SmallHD 702 Bright ]

[ SmallHD 702 Lite ]



On-set HDR production monitors

1703 HDR Monitor
Full HD 17-inch LCD monitor 
with 1000 NITs brightness

• Input: 2x SDI, HDMI

• Output: 2x SDI, HDMI

• 17” with HDR preview

SmallHD’s location monitors are incredibly tough. They 
are daylight viewable and deliver accurate colours. A 
rapid rail system (industry shoe standard) on the back 
of the units enable the secure mounting of multiple 
accessories.

With super bright panels and intelligent LUT 
management, they are designed to support HDR 
production. Each displays the full REC709 colour gamut.

The monitors support AC 120/240V and dual XLR DC 
and Gold Mount / V -Mount battery via a 4 pin XLR 
connector. They feature a 12V 2 pin out port.

Video and audio tools include:

Pixel zoom | frame guides | 
anamorphic de-squeeze | image 
rotation & flip | signal cross conversion 
| focus assist | user adjustable colour 
and intensity|  peaking| false colour| 
zebras| waveform| vectorscope| 
RGB parade|histogram|image 
capture| custom LUTS| image overlay 
|audio meters

2403 HDR Monitor
Full HD 24-inch LCD monitor 
with 1000 NITs brightness

• Input: 2x SDI, HDMI

• Output: 2x SDI, HDMI

• 24” with true HDR rendering

• 178 degree view angle

3203 HDR Monitor
Full HD 32-inch LCD monitor 
with 1500 NITs brightness

• Input: 2x SDI, HDMI

• Output: 2x SDI, HDMI

• 32” with true HDR rendering

• 178 degree view angle
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Paralinx Pure Performance
If you’re after reliable, long distance video transmission 
in a lightweight unit, Paralinx has the solution you need

The products are used on film sets worldwide, including 
Hollywood blockbusters, such as The Revenant and 
Game of Thrones: All Men Must Die. 

The kit is also a familiar accessory in the TV studio, with 
recent credits including American Idol and NCIS: Los 
Angeles. Paralinx devices are available with HDMI or 
SDI connections.

Uncompressed HD Transmitters

Feature Packed Teradek Bolt Pro
The Bolt Pro range fulfils the same core functionality as the 
Paralinx units but adds a number of fantastic features. These help 
users fully integrate their receivers into every workflow.

USB 3.0 GRAB Engine: capture full HD directly into a PC/Mac
3D LUT Integration: apply a look to LOG footage for real-time 
viewing on monitors
Real-time format / frame rate cross conversion from TX to RX
Dual i/o: SDI and HDMI

Pantone 109

Pantone 109

Pantone 109

Pantone 109

Paralinx and Teradek manufacture very low latency wireless transmission 
systems that support full 4:2:2, 1080p 50/60 video and 2-channel audio.

Transmitters send signals over the unlicensed 5GHz band, which has 
less interference than the 2.4GHz band. For optimal performance 
in challenging RF environments, the systems can utilize Dynamic 
Frequency Selection (DFS) to avoid interference.

They are used in a variety of professional settings, including:
•Real-time director & 1st AC monitoring
•Remote focus pulling
•UAV monitoring

Model    Connectivity  Range 
Teradek Bolt Pro 300  HDMI or SDI  100m

Paralinx Ace   HDMI or SDI  100m 

Teradek Bolt Pro 600  HDMI/SDI/USB 3.0 200m 

Paralinx Arrow-X  HDMI or SDI  215m 

Paralinx Tomahawk  HDMI or SDI  600m 

Teradek Bolt Pro 2000 HDMI/SDI/USB 3.0 600m



Paralinx Arrow-X
Tx inputs:  HDMI or SDI

Rx outputs: SDI

Max range:  215m

Size:  108 x 67 x 21mm

Tx weight: 178g

Tx Body: Milled aluminium

Paralinx Tomahawk
Tx inputs:  HDMI or SDI

Rx outputs: SDI

Max range:  600m

Size:  108 x 67 x 21mm

Tx weight: 170g

Tx Body: Milled aluminium

Paralinx Ace
Tx inputs:  HDMI or SDI

Rx outputs: HDMI or SDI

Max range:  100m

Size:  67 x 119 x 15mm

Tx weight: 126g

Body:  Polycarbonate

Uncompressed HD Transmitters
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Pantone 109

Teradek Bolt Pro 600
Tx inputs: HDMI & SDI

Rx outputs: USB 3.0, HDMI & SDI

Max range: 200m

Input:  2-Pin 7-28 VDC

Consumption: 7.8 Watts

Tx size:  109.2 x 66 x 26.7mm

Tx weight: 282g

Body: Milled aluminium

Screen: OLED

Teradek Bolt Pro 2000
Tx inputs: HDMI & SDI

Rx outputs: USB 3.0, HDMI & SDI

Max range: 600m

Input:  2-Pin 7-28 VDC

Consumption: 7.7 Watts

Tx Ssize: 109.2 x 66 x 26.8 mm

Tx weight: 270g

Body: Milled aluminium

Screen: OLED 

Teradek Bolt Pro 300
Tx inputs: HDMI & SDI

Rx outputs: USB 3.0, HDMI & SDI

Max range: 100m

Input:  2-Pin 7-28 VDC

Consumption: 6.5 Watts

Tx size:  27.x66.1x112.3mm

Tx weight: 262g

Body: Milled aluminium



Teradek Sidekick
Introducing the universal receiver 
for Bolt Pro transmitters. 

Sidekick is a low-cost HD-SDI or 
HDMI unit with a 100m range.

Weighing just 289g, it’s ideal 
for use with a handheld 7” 
production monitor.

• Camera control bridge

COLR enables robust wireless camera 
control for Ethernet-enabled cameras, 
including Phantom, RED digital cinema 
cameras and ARRI packages.

• Real-time 33 point LUT box

WIth COLR, RAW or LOG signals can 
be converted for live monitoring on 
remote monitors. COLR supports just 
about every camera on the market - 
from GoPro to RED.  

COLR integrates with Pomfort 
LiveGrade Pro.

Teradek COLR On-set grading and camera control

COLR Lite
Perfect for GoPros or DSLRs/
Mirrorless cameras, COLR Lite 
offers real-time control, colour 
grading with 3D LUTs and a CDL 
or 1D LUT.

• HDMI in / 3G-SDI out

• USB for control & aux power

• 802.11ac WiFi

COLR duo
A 2nd 3G-SDI output, allows 
a unique 33-point 3D LUT and 
CDL or 1D LUT to be applied to 
each output.

• 3G-SDI in / 2x 3G-SDI out

• Gigabit Ethernet and USB

• 802.11ac WiFi

COLR pro
Two simultaneous 4K 12G-SDI 
inputs and up to four 12G-SDI 
outputs, with 2 independently 
applied 33-point 3D LUTs with a 
CDL or 1D LUT. Designed to be 
mounted in a rack or DIT cart.

• 2x 12G-SDI + HDMI in

• 4x 12G-SDI + HDMI out

• Gigabit Ethernet

• HDMI in / out

• 3G-SDI in / out

• GigE, USB & 802.11ac WiFi
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Encode | Stream | Record | Monitor

Teradek Cube: encode and stream HD
Cube provides a compact wireless streaming solution for 
local and remote monitoring, with full stream recording 
capabilities. It delivers video over 2.4/5Ghz WiFi, Ethernet, 
and 3G/4G/LTE cellular networks. Protocol supported 
includes RTP, RTSP, RTMP, MPEG-TS, and HLS, which allows 
broadcasting directly to a website, Facebook page, or 
any content delivery network.

With Cube, crews can monitor live shots locally on an 
iPad, iPhone or laptop with a delay as low as 4 frames 
using the free TeraCentral application. The TeraView iOS 
application allows monitoring of up to 4 live video feeds 
on an iPad. 

Cube encoders can be paired with dedicated decoders 
for low latency, point to point HD streaming over local WiFi 
or over the Internet. 

Cube can be configured for remote monitoring using 
MPEG-TS (optional) or RTSP. With a Zixi-license, Cube 
evolves into a broadcast-quality video encoder with 
robust signal management.

iPad Monitoring

NEW 2016 models feature:

ShareLink technology

Robust 802.11ac Wi-Fi
 
HDMI/3G-SDI inputs

GigE connector

Bi-directional talkback

3D-LUT support

H.264 Encoders and Streaming

Cube decoder

Send over multiple networks using 
ShareLink



Extreme H.264

Features

> Send very high quality, high 
bitrate video at low latency

BE  M
Beam is a full HD camera-back H.264 encoder, 
capable of delivering video at up-to 50Mbps.*  
Beam transmit video up to 800m with just 2 frames 
of latency. Whether the job requires a wireless link 
back to the OB Van or an MPEG-TS stream back to 
the station, Beam gives broadcasters unparalleled 
flexibility in the field.

*Transmitting above 30Mbps requires using the LAN port. 

• 3G-SDI input 
•Choice of AB- or V-mount battery plates
• OLED screen for quick configuration
• Ethernet for broadcasting over wired networks
• Bi-directional port for camera control & IFB
• Multicast to up-to 4 receivers

ENG H.264 Encoder

“The Beam provided faultless pictures 
throughout the day, most of the time about 60m 
away from the RX, with heads and exhibition 
stands obstructing the signal pathway. Peter’s 
production team were delighted with the 
results.” Andy Smith. Written for the Guild of 
Television Cameramen’s InFocus Magazine 
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T-Rax: blade enterprise encoding rack 

As a blade system, Teradek’s T-Rax allows you to add or remove 
a variety of Teradek solutions on the fly, including H.264 encoders 
and decoders and control platforms such as Sputnik. The system 
supports any combination of up to 8 hot-swappable cards that 
can be tailored to your unique requirements.

T-Rax can be fitted out to suit your needs. For example, it can 
house 8 Teradek encoder cards for multi bit rate streaming or 
a combination of encoders, decoders, and Sputnik for master 
control. T-Rax is a great way to scale an IP video workflow.

T-Rax encoder cards support High Profile H.264 video at bit rates 
up to 15Mbps. They are also compatible with a variety of the most 
popular transport protocols, including MPEG-TS, RTP/RTSP, HLS, 
RTMP, TDS, and ZiXi.

Modular Rack

Multi-bitrate

Encoders

Program Out

H.264 out at over 10Mb/s
H.264 Decoding

Integrated rack encoder
A powerful rack-mount HD-SDI H.264 encoder 
and decoder. Supporting 1080p video at 10Mb/s, 
Slice streams MPEG Transport Stream, RTMP, RTSP, 
RTP Multicast. It supports closed captioning and 
IFB remote communication.



Anton Bauer V and Gold-mount batteries deliver:

Digital Batteries The V- and Gold-mount Digital Battery Series are designed to 
limit the high frequency “ringing” produced by equipment on 
start up to extend run times. 

The display reports run-time in hours and minutes when in use. 
It automatically changes to show battery charge percentage 
when no load is placed on the battery.

Sensors detect temperature and over-current states making 
these the safest batteries on the market. A honeycomb design 
allows for airflow and isolates cells from cascading damage. 
 
● Voltage: 14.4v | Capacity: From 90 to 190 Watt hours

Digital Chargers

● Longest run-times on a single 
charge, so less changing 
batteries in the field

● Charge 1000+ times, up-to 3x 
time more than the competition

● Comprehensive safety features 
protect the cells and your kit

● Tough build quality withstand 
drops, and hot and cold 
environments

The Performance Charger supports the Digital Battery and 
Cine Series and features an efficient charging algorithm 
for simultaneous charging. This ensures rapid simultaneous 
charging of multiple batteries, all while conserving energy, 
eliminating waste, and reducing total cost of ownership. 

The Performance Charger is nearly 40% more efficient than 
traditional units. They automatically prioritize the battery with 
the strongest charge, ensuring that a fully charged battery is 
always available in the shortest amount of time possible. 
 
● Available as dual or quad chargers 

The portable version (left) adds a touch screen display and Wi-
Fi enabling users to remotely manage the device.

The CINE Battery Series is a powerful and durable Li-Ion solution 
in a compact design to compliment cine-style cameras like the 
ARRI Alexa MinI or RED Weapon Dragon. Cine Batteries share 
many of the safety, management and monitoring features of 
the Digital Series. 

•12 amps of continous power; available in 90 and 150 Wh
• Includes a PowerTap for powering 14.4V accessories
• Compatible with the Performance Charger series

Cine Batteries

Professional Batteries
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tvONE’s 4K Multiviewer can display up to four 
video windows simultaneously in 16 different 
fixed layouts. These can be recalled to present 
your content in a variety of combinations as 
shown (right).

The multiviewer has seven inputs:

• 4x HDMI (supporting UHD 30p)

• 2x DisplayPort (supporting UHD 60p)

• 1x VGA 

• 7 independent stereo analogue inputs

A digital Toslink and 8 independent de-
embedded analogue channels allow you 
to switch audio separately allowing you to 
integrate 7.1 audio with external equipment.

tvONE Multiviewer

C2-2855 Universal Scaler Plus pro-
vides best-in-class video scaling and format 
conversion. The auto-switching function allows 
the user to connect a source and have it 
automatically displayed on screen with no 
configuration required. 

As tvONE’s universal scaler, C2-2855 supports: 

• SD/HD/3G-SDI/HDMI/DVI

• Composite Video, YC, YUV

The C2-2855 also provides powerful Picture-
in-picture, keying and logo insertion features. 
It stores up to 5 still images and 5 logos for 
layering in the output video.

Four unbalanced audio inputs follow the 
video selection. Any audio input can be 
embedded on the HDMI, DVI, and SDI 
outputs. Audio can be de-embed audio 
input from HDMI or SDI signals for routing to 
analogue audio outputs.

Any in >

Out >

AV for Broadcast



APO-HyperPrime PL Mount Lenses (T2.1)
Designed to excel in 4K, 5K or 6K productions.
25mm | 50mm | 85mm

HyperPrime CINE Lenses
Fantastic optical performance and excellent build quality. 
Very low chromatic aberrations, superb sharpness, excellent 
contrast and beautiful bokeh. 
MFT mount: 10mm (T2.1)|12mm (T1.6)|25mm (T.95)|50mm (T.95) 
E, MFT & X mount: 35mm (T.95)

CINE Lenses
Fast, compact lenses for shooting with shallow depth of field in 
all lighting conditions. 
MFT mount: 17mm (T1.6) 
MFT / E / X mount:  35mm (T.1.4)

SLR Magic Lenses
Low cost lenses that deliver remarkable results with DSLRs.
MFT / E mount: 35mm (T1.7) 
E mount:  50mm (T.1.1)

Prime Cine Lenses

Focus on SLR Magic’s 10mm T2.1 
Hyperprime Cine Lens MFT
The SLR Magic 10mm T2.1 Hyperprime Cine 
Lens is an ultra wide angle lens for Micro 
Four Thirds (MFT) mount cameras. 
Fully open, the lens renders images with an 
extreme shallow depth of field. From night 
scenes to poorly lit indoor photography it 
enables you to shoot in situations that can 
be impossible to capture other lenses.
The lens is constructed in metal to the 
highest standards. It offers smooth, quiet, 
stepless f-stop control allowing natural tran-
sitions of luminance.
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The Anamorphic Look

Anamorphot-CINE Lenses PL (1.33x) / m4/3rds (2x) mount
35mm (T2.4) | 50mm (T2.8) | 70mm (T4)

1. Take your existing prime lens

2. Add an Anamorphot 
adapter or an Anamorphot 
adapter with built-in 
Rangefinder focus device

3. Add a Rangefinder 
focus unit

Complete Anamorophic Primes

Anamorphic Adapter System

Anamorphic Production
It’s not just JJ Abrams whose budget can 
stretch to anamorphic production, Today’s 
producers have access to affordable 
anamorphic kit:

• Cameras, from the GH4R and URSA Mini 4.6K to 
the Varicam LT and 35

• Monitors such as the SmallHD 702 & HDR screens

• Now SLR Magic’s anamorphic lenses and lens 
adapters bring the cost of 2.35:1 production 
down to a very approachable level

So users now have a choice to create true 
widescreen video: shoot 16:9 and crop the lower 
and upper sections of a standard wide shot. 
Alternatively, mounting SLR Magic anamorphic 
glass, lose no resolution and gain classic lens flare 
and film effects.

2.35:1 16:9
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Versatile camera control system

Controller One
Enabling central control of all your cameras via the Blackmagic 
Design ATEM HD/4K switcher range. 

FIeldCast’s Controller One is a compact unit that connects to 
compatible  V-mount cameras. It offers video transmission from camera 
to switcher, plus it enables the ATEM to provide remote camera control 
(over a variety of parameters such as pedestal, iris and gain) and full 
lens control.
 
All this is delivered through a single SDI cable or fibre FieldCast cable. 

Controller One is compatible with a range of professional camcorders 
from Panasonic, Sony, JVC and Grass Valley. 

Please ask us for further details.

embedded ATEM protocol

SDI or fibre cable connection

the fibre optic system

BMD ATEM Switcher

Controller One


